Abstract
scout
Scout is a configurable system that uses modules, called routers, to build specialized 0% for information appliance like network TVs, firewalls, and scalable server nodes. Each router implements one or more services-for example, IP, TCP, or a window manager-that can be used by other routers. These routers are connected in a router graph, where adjacent routers share a well-defined interface.
The path is the main abstraction in Scout. A path describes the flow of information from the source router to the sink router. Resource control, scheduling, and optimizations are based on the explicit knowledge available in a path. Paths are created and destroyed during runtime. their own protection domain. Path creation and destruction, as well as path access to path attributes such as security association, are also limited by the policy engine.
A goal of this architecture is to give the system designer the tools to trade performance against assurance. In a high assurance system, each information flow trusts only the minimal run time system, the policy engine, and the security filter contained in this path. The system policy is described by the policy engine and the security filter. In low assurance systems, parts of the policy might be described within a PD, thereby eliminating some PD crossings but increasing the level of trust in the router contained in this PD. Another goal of Escort is to achieve high performance despite a high degree of security. This goal is achieved by implementing Escort in a single address space, minimizing the cost of user to user protection domain crossings.
Conclusion
Scout and Escort give the maximum flexibility and support to the information appliance designer in terms of configurability, performance, security, and assurance. The next step is providing the tools to deal with this flexibility in a constructive way.
